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We study Rayleigh–Taylor instability in both the moderately compressible and weakly compressible
regimes. For the two-dimensional single mode case, we find that the dimensionless terminal
velocitiessand associated Froude numbersd are nearly constant over most of this region of parameter
space, as the thermodynamic parameters describing the equation of state are varied. The
phenomenological drag coefficient which occurs in the single mode buoyancy-drag equation is
directly related to the terminal velocities and has a similar behavior. Pressure differences and
interface shape, however, display significant dependence on the equation of state parameters even
for the weakly compressible flows. For three-dimensional multimode mixing, we expect accordingly
that density stratification rather than drag will provide the leading compressibility effect. We
develop an analytical model to account for density stratification effects in multimode self-similar
mixing. Our theory is consistent with and extends numerically based conclusions developed earlier
which also identify density stratification as the dominant compressibility effect for multimode
three-dimensional mixing. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1843155g

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the classic instabilities of a fluid interface, the
Rayleigh–TaylorsRTd instability associated with steady ac-
celeration has been studied for over four decades.1 RT is
important for astrophysicsssupernovad, geophysicssthunder-
storms, saltdomesd, and technologysinertially confined fu-
siond among other problems.

We examine first the well studied case of a single mode
RT instability, i.e., a periodic array of identical modes, con-
sisting of bubbles of light fluid rising into the heavy fluid and
spikes falling into light fluid, under gravitational acceleration
of an initially unstablesheavy over lightd configuration. The
modes grow initially at an exponential rate but eventually
saturate, and achieve a terminal velocity

uVb,s
` u = Cb,s

ÎAgl, s1d

with an Atwood numberA=sr2−r1d / sr2+r1d expressing the
contrast in fluid densities betweenr1=rlight and r2=rheavy,
g=gstd the gravitational acceleration, andl the width of the
periodic channel. Here the subscript “b” denotes bubble
slight fluid penetrating into heavy fluidd and “s” denotes
spike.Cb,s

2 is called the Froude number and it has been stud-
ied theoretically2–4 and numerically.5 For bubbles, it has the
values Cb=0.23 in two dimensions andCb=0.34 in three
dimensions forA=1 according to analytic theories2–4 con-

firmed by experiment and two-dimensionals2Dd
simulations.6 Alternate forms ofs1d have been proposed7

with A replaced by 2A/ sA±1d,

uVb,s
` u = Cb,s8 Î2Agl

A ± 1
, Cb,s8 = Cb,sÎA ± 1

2
. s2d

A more fundamental finiteA theory for Cb,s with a more
complicatedA dependence has been presented recently.8,9 A
correction to this basic picture was identified as a late time
oscillation in Vb,s about some mean value.10 Moreover, the
A=1 Froude number in 3D depends on the planar symmetry
group of the periodic bubbles11,12 and this effect should hold
for A,1 also.

We discuss compressibility effects in RT mixing. We
show in Sec. II that bubble and spike terminal velocities, i.e.,
the Cb,s and the related single mode drag coefficients intro-
duced below are relatively insensitive to compressible equa-
tion of statesEOSd parameters over the range of parameters
we examine, for moderately compressible and nearly incom-
pressible flows. However, detailed examination of the inter-
face shapes and of the pressure differences between the
heavy and light fluids, averaged at a common height, shows
a strong dependence on EOS parameters. Thus convergence
to a unique incompressible limit is not achieved within the
very slightly compressible flows considered here.
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We measure compressibility through the pseudo-Mach
number

Mi =
Îgl

ci
, s3d

whereci is the sound speed in fluidi. In view of s1d,

Mi =
1

Cb,s
ÎA

3 Mach number s4d

is approximately five times the Mach numbersuVb,s
` u /cid of

the bubble or spike tip at its terminal velocity for the value of
A=1/3 considered here. The dimensionless parameters gov-
erning compressible single mode RT mixing areMi, A, and
the EOS.

The complete EOS of a compressible fluid contains an
infinite number of parameters. These should become irrel-
evant in the limit Mi

2→0. For simplicity, we consider a
simple model for the EOS, the stiffenedg-law gas, defined
by the incomplete EOS

rc2 = gsp + P`d, s5d

whereP` is a constant with the dimension of pressure. The
RT instability with this EOS depends on four thermodynamic
parameters,g1, g2, P1`, andP2`, as well as the flow param-
etersA andM2 sM1 is determined fromM2 and the thermo-
dynamicsd. Mi

2 can also be understood as giving a length
scalesin units ofld over which compression induced density
changes occur. Hydrostatic equilibrium is defined as a solu-
tion of the static momentum equation

dp

dz
= rg. s6d

The dependence ofr sand thuspd on z can be specified
initially by an arbitrary function ofz.

Two natural choices for this initialrszd are defined by
isothermal or isentropic thermodynamics. Assuming an iso-
thermal initialization and a stiffenedg-law gas, the sound
speeds are initially constant in each fluid and the density
satisfies

dr

dz
=

grg

c2 . s7d

Equations7d is integrated to yield

riszd = ri
0 expFgigsz− zintd

ci
2 G = ri

0 expFgiMi
2sz− zintd

l
G ,

s8d

wherezint is the initial mean interface position andri
0 is the

density of fluidi at z=zint. For a bubble or spike penetrating
into an isothermally stratified ambient fluid, we assume a
common horizontally averaged pressure in the two fluids as a
function of z and isentropic density stratification in the pen-
etrating phase. Using the ambient pressure froms7d ands8d,
we derive the formula

riszd = ri
0HT i

0 expFgi8Mi8
2 sz− zintd

l
G − T i

0 + 1J1/gi

, s9d

where

T i
0 =

giMi
0ri8

0

gi8Mi8
2

ri
0 =

P0 + Pi8`

P0 + Pi`
=

1

T i8
0 s10d

is the relative stiffness of two fluids,pi =pi8=P0 is the single
pressure atz=zint, and the primed indexi8 denotes the fluid
complementary to fluidi, i.e., i8=3−i. Notice thatT i

0=1 in
casePi`=Pi8`.

The single mode RT simulations at terminal velocity are
not affected by density stratification, but due to the much
longer time and perturbation heights needed to achieve self-
similarity for multimode RT flows, density stratification is a
leading compressibility effect for multimode flows. The
stratification is measured by a time and space dependent At-
wood number. In Sec. III, we propose a simple physics
model for this stratification. The ambient fluids are assumed
sat t=0d to be isothermal. The penetrating fluids are assumed
to have a single pressure at the bubble and spike tips and to
change isentropically as they are displayed from theirt=0
isothermal state. Then formulass8d ands9d yield a model for
A=Absz,td andA=Assz,td at the bubble and spike tips. These
formulas are compared to direct simulation data. On the ba-
sis of Sec. II results, we assume that the drag coefficient is
only weakly sensitive to compressibility. On the basis of
these two assumptions, we examine the solutions of the
buoyancy-drag equation to predict compressibility effects on
multimode RT mixing rates. We find density stratification as
the leading compressibility effect. These predictions are
compared to direct numerical simulations.

II. SINGLE MODE MIXING RATES

A. Growth models

Multimode schaoticd mixing rates are defined as solu-
tions of the buoyancy-drag equation

sri + kiri8d
d2Zi

dt2
= sri − ri8dg − s− 1di

Ci
m,dri8Vi

2

uZiu
. s11d

This equation describes the motion of the edgesZi, i =1,2 sor
b,sd of an acceleration driven mixing layer. Hereki is an
added mass coefficient due to the existence of fluidi8, and
Ci

m,d is a phenomenological multimode drag coefficient for
the edge of fluidi.

For self-similar smultimoded incompressible flow, the
bubble and the spike fronts grow with the acceleration scal-
ing proportional togt2,

Zistd = s− 1diaiAgt2. s12d

The RT mixing rates ai have been measured in
experiments13–20 and characterized by theories7,21–23 and
simulation studies.24–26 The experiments, theories, and two
simulations27,28 show a bubble growth rate of roughly
0.06±0.01si.e., in the range 0.05±0.005–0.063±0.007d; the
other simulations29–31give a1 of the order of 0.03. A detailed
discussion of the values ofa1 can be found in Ref. 32. To
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this reference we add the comment that the value ofa has
been observed to or is believed to depend on surface tension
sfor immiscible fluidsd, physical or numerical mass diffusion
sfor miscible fluidsd, and on long wave length perturbations
snoised in the initial conditions, and for these reasons it may
not be universal. AtA=1, the spike ratea2=1/2. Inthis flow,
the multimode drag coefficientCi

m,d=Ci
m,dsAd has the func-

tional form21

Ci
m,dsAd =

1/ai − f1 + s− 1diAg − kiLi

2Li
, s13d

where

Li = 1 − s− 1diA =
2ri

r1 + r2
. s14d

We consider cylindrical compressible front bubbles and
spikesski <1d.21 For single mode RT mixing,dVi /dt=0 at
terminal velocity,Vi =Vi

`. We obtain

Ag=
Li

2

Ci
s,dVi

`2

l
s15d

from s11d, whereCi
s,d replacesCi

m,d as the single mode drag
coefficient andCi

s,d is defined in terms ofl replacinguZiu as

the drag length scale. Froms15d, we evaluate the terminal
velocity

uVi
`u = ÎAgl 3Î 2

LiCi
s,d . s16d

The identity s16d shows the dependence ofVi
` on 2A/Li

=2A/ f1−s−1diAg as in s2d. The comparison ofs16d with s1d
gives

Cb,s =Î 2

LiCi
s,d . s17d

Using the valueCb=0.23 atA=1,5 we getC1
s,d=18.9. Notice

that the multimode drag coefficient isC1
m,d.4.5 by substitu-

tion of a1.0.05 intos13d. The drag coefficient of the single
mode bubble front is approximately four times of that of the
multimode bubble front. Therefore the single bubble terminal
velocity is about half the multimode bubble front velocity, a
result which is consistent with the numerical33,34 and labora-
tory experiments. Physically, this is understandable because
the merger process in multimode advances the bubble termi-
nal velocity dramatically.

FIG. 1. The front plots at terminal velocity for the four cases in Table I. HereM2=0.05. Gravityg points upward here, so that the bubble tip is located at the
bottom of each figure.
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B. Compressible EOS effects

We show, through an extensive simulation study, that the
drag coefficientsCi

s,d and Froude numbers have small sensi-
tivity to EOS parameters in the moderate to weak compress-
ibility regime. In spite of this fact, we show striking EOS
dependence even for very weakly compressible flows. The
dependence is obvious in the shape of the interface at the
time the terminal bubble velocity is achieved, see Fig. 1, and
in the strong dependence of pressure differencessand pres-
sure dragd on EOS parameters, both for weakly compressible
flows.

We performed a systematic study of 2D Rayleigh–Taylor
single mode instability simulations, using the front tracking
code FronTier, with different EOS parameters as ins5d. In
our simulations, we set the Atwood numberA=1/3. The
initial configuration of the system contains a small ampli-
tude, single sinusoidal mode interface with periodic bound-
ary conditions on the left and right side of the computational
domain of widthl. The top and bottom of the computational
domain are Neumann boundaries. The initial amplitude of
the perturbation is set to 0.015l. The positions of the inter-
faces and the states of the system are updated by applying
the front tracking method to the full two-dimensional Euler
equations. All the numerical results use a 16031600 grid in
a 1310 computational domain. It is known that the bubble
velocity has gradual oscillations associated with gradual
shape changes in the bubble and spike, after first reaching a
maximum velocity,8 so that the notion of terminal velocity
for A,1 is not a precisely defined concept. We take the
terminal velocity to be the velocity at the first maximum in
these oscillations. We record the first peak as the terminal
velocity, after which the velocity is weakly oscillatory as
seen in Fig. 2. For the pressure differences and drag ratios
sbubble or spiked, Db,s

r =hpressure dragj / hform dragj, there
are rapid small oscillations at late time, removed by local
time averages in Fig. 2.

Table I shows that the terminal velocity coefficientsCb,s

are nearly independent of EOS and compressibility param-
eters. See also Tables III–VI in the Appendix. Froms17d, the
phenomenological drag coefficientCi

s,d in the single mode
buoyancy-drag equation is related to the terminal velocities
and it thus has a similar behavior. However, the solutions are
not actually converging even within the fairly small Mach
numbers we achieve with our compressible code. In Fig. 1,
we observe that the shape of the bubble fronts at the terminal
velocities depends significantly on the EOS parameters for
very weakly compressible flows. Continuing this point of
view, we see that pressure differences between the two
phases are likewise sensitive to EOS and compressibility ef-
fects. The same sensitivity of pressure differences on simu-
lation parameters was observed in Ref. 22 in the content of
multiphase averaged equations.

Let Dp denote the differencep2−p1 in the pressures be-
tween the two phases, averaged over the horizontal space
variablex, as a function ofz andt. ThenDpø0 at the bubble
tip and Dpù0 at the spike tip. We defineDpb,s to be the
value of s−1diDp at the bubble or spike tip at the time of
terminal velocity. ThenDpb,s/l is a force, and it can be

regarded as a pressure drag force on the bubble/spike tip.
These forces display significant EOS and compressibility de-
pendence in the moderate to weak compressibility regime.
We dimensionalize this force through division by the form
drag force or in view ofs15d by Ag. Similar definitions apply
to Dv and Dvb,s. Here v1 sv2d is the light sheavyd phase
velocity averaged over thex space.

Simple results in Table I and details in Tables III–VI in
the Appendix show a significant dependence of the pressure
drag force, or the drag ratio of EOS parameters and com-
pressibility,

Db,s
r =

Dpb,s

rs,bsDvb,sd2 . s18d

The time dependent drag ratios are evaluated at the time of
terminal sbubble or spiked velocity. The sensitivity of the
drag ratios to EOS parameters results directly from the
strong sensitivity of the pressure differences to these param-
eters. The strongest EOS dependence occurs in Table IV with
P1` /P0=10@ P2` /P0=0 and forg1=4.0@g2=1.1, which is
in the four right columns of each table. Generally, the pres-
sure differences and drag ratios decrease as the penetrating
phase becomes stifferslargerg or P`d relative to the ambient
phase, and these quantities are much more sensitive to varia-

FIG. 2. Left, the bubble front velocity vs time. Right, convergence of the
drag ratiosDb,s

r to a large time asymptotic limit. Rapid small oscillations are
suppressed by time averaging of the data. The top linessolidd is Db

r and the
bottomsdashedd is Ds

r. HereM2=0.05,P1` /P0=0, P2` /P0=10,g1=4.0, and
g2=1.1.
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tion of P` than to variation ofg. We also observe that EOS
effects are diminished at high compressibility, so that the
M2=0.55 column of Table I is nearly independent of the
EOS, in contrast to the EOS dependence, especially of pres-
sure differences and drag ratios for the weakly compressible
columnM2=0.05. In the high compressibility limit, the pres-
sure drag is approximately equal to the form drag.

C. Shape effects on compressible mixing rates

The purpose of this section is to study strong compress-
ibility induced shape effects on mixing rates. We let com-
pressibility M2

2 vary from 0.1 to 0.8. Over this range, the
terminal velocity increases by 10%. We study the radius of
curvature and bubble width to understand compressibility in-
duced shape effects. We calculate the radius curvature by
fitting a circle to three interface points located atx=0.45,
0.5, and 0.55. We see from Table II a trend for the radius of
curvature to increase as the compressibility increases. The

maximum bubble width follows the same trend. The mini-
mum bubble widthswhich can be regarded as defining a
maximum spike widthd has an opposite trend and is probably
not a good predictor of bubble motion. Shape is an important
variable in determining drag and terminal velocity, as we see
from Fig. 3 and the analysis here.

III. EFFECTS OF DENSITY VARIATION ON MIXING
RATES

In this section, we study the effect of compressibility
induced density stratification on 3D multimode mixing rates.
The chaotic mixing problem differs from the single mode
problem in that considerably longer solution times and pen-
etration distances are needed to achieve asymptotic self-
similar scaling. For this reason, density stratification associ-
ated with the weakly compressible regime is generally
significant, in contrast to the single mode case where the
flows have nearly constant density contrast. We develop an
analytical model to account for density stratification effects
in multimode self-similar mixing. From Ref. 25, we know
that the compressible multimode simulations remain self-
similar after removal of stratification effects, until a reversal
of the Atwood number regime occurs. Here we reach the
same conclusion through analytic models. We use the results
of Sec. II to postulate that the multimode drag coefficients
are not sensitive to weak or moderate compressibility effects
and we study the influence of compressibility induced den-
sity stratification.

TABLE I. Dependence ofCb,s and drag ratioDb,s
r on compressible EOS parameters. HereP0 is the pressure at

the initial mean interface position. The smallest Mach numberssthe right most columnd are<0.02. fSees3d.g

EOS\M2 0.55 0.32 0.1 0.05

g1=2.0, g2=1.1
P1` /P0=P2` /P0=0

M1 0.29 0.17 0.05 0.03

Cb 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.25

Cs 0.43 0.35 0.37 0.36

Db
r 1.1 1.2 1.9 2.0

Ds
r 1.2 1.4 2.9 3.0

g1=1.1, g2=2.0
P1` /P0=P2` /P0=10

M1 0.52 0.30 0.10 0.05

Cb 0.32 0.29 0.25 0.25

Cs 0.41 0.43 0.39 0.40

Db
r 1.1 1.1 2.5 3.1

Ds
r 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.9

g1=4.0, g2=1.1
P1` /P0=0, P2` /P0=10

M1 0.68 0.39 0.12 0.06

Cb 0.29 0.32 0.26 0.25

Cs 0.36 0.39 0.40 0.42

Db
r 1.0 1.2 2.5 3.1

Ds
r 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0

g1=1.1, g2=4.0
P1` /P0=10, P2` /P0=0

M1 0.22 0.13 0.04 0.02

Cb 0.29 0.32 0.30 0.30

Cs 0.43 0.43 0.40 0.39

Db
r 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.4

Ds
r 1.1 1.6 3.1 3.6

TABLE II. Radius curvature for the parameter valuesA=1/3, g1=1.1, g2

=4.0, P1` /P0=10, andP2` /P0=0. Herek=1/R is the bubble tip curvature.

M2 Cb k=1/R at Vb=Vb
` Bubble widthsmind Bubble widthsmaxd

0.32 0.32 7.78 0.54 0.56

0.55 0.29 4.32 0.52 0.61

0.71 0.25 2.89 0.43 0.66

0.89 0.22 2.65 0.38 0.66
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For cylindrical front tips, we assume thats−1diZistd.0
for t.0, the initial mean interface heightZis0d=0, and that
the mixing zone expands, i.e.,s−1diVi .0. Then Eq.s11d
reduces to the equation

s− 1diZ̈i = Ag− s− 1di Li

2

Ci
m,dVi

2

Zi
, s19d

where the multimode drag coefficientCi
m,d is given in s13d

and Li is defined ins14d. Let Si =Vi
2/Zi. ThenSi can be re-

garded as a function ofZi becauseZi =Zistd is monotone. We
obtain

FIG. 3. 2D single mode RT front plots with different compressibilitiessfrom
left to right, M2=0.32, 0.55, 0.71d at terminal velocity. Heregi andPi` are
as in Table II.

FIG. 4. Left, comparison of the model time dependent Atwood numberAbstd
plotted vs time, with direct simulation data. Right,ri at the bubble tip,
comparing model, and simulation data. HereM2

2=0.1 smoderately
compressibled.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the model bubble edge with direct simulation data
for the M2

2=0.1 moderately compressible case. The dashed line represents
the simulation data and the solid is calculated from the model Eqs.s19d and
s24d. The drag coefficientC1

m,d in s19d is chosen to allow approximate agree-
ment between these curves.
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dSi

dZi
= −

Vi
2

Zi
2 + 2

Vi

Zi

dVi

dZi
. s20d

From s20d, substitution of the identity Z̈i =dVi /dt
=VidVi /dZi shows

Zi
dSi

dZi
= − Si + 2Z̈i . s21d

Substitutings21d into s11d, we obtain

s− 1di 1

2
SZi

dSi

dZi
+ SiD = Ag− s− 1di Li

2
Ci

m,dSi , s22d

i.e.,

s− 1diZi
dSi

dZi
= 2Ag− s− 1disLiCi

m,d + 1dSi . s23d

We propose a physics model for time dependent Atwood
number based on isothermal initial conditions. We assume
isentropic flow within the mixing zone. The single phase
region has very little flow so that its isothermal initialization
property is retained. The density stratification thus satisfies
s8d for the continuing phase flow at the mixing zone edge
ands9d for the vanishing flow at the mixing zone edge. From
s3d, the phasei compressibilityMi is a dimensionless length-
scale over which gravity causes significant fluid compression
for fluid i. Motivated by Sec. II, we assume that the drag
coefficientCi

m,d=Ci
m,dsAd is independent ofMi, and so we are

concerned only with density stratification effects, i.e., vari-
able Atwood number effects on the mixing rates. Then
ri fT i

0 expsgi8Mi8
2 Zi /ld−T i

0+1g1/gi will replace ri and
ri8 expsgi8Mi8

2 Zi /ld will replace ri8 at the front tipZi in the
drag-buoyancy equation. Thus only the Atwood number

AsZid = s− 1di

riFT i
0 expSgi8Mi8

2 Zi

l
D − T i

0 + 1G1/gi

− ri8 expSgi8Mi8
2 Zi

l
D

riFT i
0 expSgi8Mi8

2 Zi

l
D − T i

0 + 1G1/gi

+ ri8 expSgi8Mi8
2 Zi

l
D s24d

at the bubble or spike tip ins23d changes, whereT i
0 is de-

fined in s10d. In Fig. 4, we compare this model to numerical
data from direct simulation of the multimode mixing.25 The
solid line in the left frame of Fig. 4 is the model Atwood
number plot based ons24d using direct numerical simulation
data Zi. We see that the model is qualitatively correct but
overstates the influence of density stratification. The differ-

ence between the model and the data is caused by two fac-
tors. Both heavy and light fluid at the bubble tip in the model
are too light relative to the simulation data. The first, and
larger, of these effects can be understood as follows. As con-
firmed from analysis of the 3D multimode simulation data,25

some of the heavy fluid near the bubble tip originated near
the Z=0 value for the initial bubble position and was trans-

TABLE III. P1` /P0=P2` /P0=0.

g2\g1

M1, Cb, Cs, Db
r , Ds

r

1.1 2.0 4.0

1.1 0.07, 0.25, 0.39, 2.0, 2.0 0.05, 0.25, 0.37, 1.9, 2.9 0.04, 0.27, 0.35, 1.0, 4.0

2.0 0.10, 0.26, 0.40, 2.5, 1.5 0.07, 0.25, 0.39, 2.0, 2.0 0.05, 0.25, 0.37, 1.6, 3.0

4.0 0.13, 0.26, 0.42, 2.5, 1.0 0.10, 0.25, 0.40, 2.5, 1.5 0.07, 0.25, 0.39, 2.0, 2.0

TABLE IV. P1` /P0=P2` /P0=10.

g2\g1

M1, Cb, Cs, Db
r , Ds

r

1.1 2.0 4.0

1.1 0.07, 0.25, 0.39, 2.0, 2.0 0.05, 0.25, 0.38, 1.8, 2.7 0.04, 0.26, 0.35, 1.0, 3.7

2.0 0.10, 0.25, 0.39, 2.5, 1.5 0.07, 0.25, 0.39, 2.0, 2.0 0.05, 0.25, 0.37, 1.6, 3.0

4.0 0.13, 0.26, 0.41, 2.5, 1.0 0.10, 0.26, 0.40, 2.5, 1.5 0.07, 0.25, 0.38, 2.1, 2.1
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ported there by the bubble motion. This heavy fluid evolves
from its Z=0 density isentropically and is heavier than the
model assumption.

In Fig. 5, we compare the edge models19d with the
direct numerical data.25 The solid line represents the solution
Z1std of s19d with the Atwood numbers24d. Here the drag
coefficient ins19d is an adjustable parameter, chosen to give
the best fit for this comparison. We are here comparing not
only the buoyancy-drag equations19d to simulation, but also
the influence of the models24d or a time dependent Atwood
number in this comparison.

The exact solution ofs23d is

Si = Si
s0d expF−E

0

Zi LisydCi
m,d + 1

y
dyG

+E
0

Zi

expFE
Zi

y LissdCi
m,d + 1

s
dsG s− 1di2Asydg

y
dy,

s25d

whereSi
s0d;SisZi =0d, AsZid is given in s24d and

LisZid = 1 − s− 1diAsZid. s26d

From s23d, we see that for a finitedSi /dZi at Zi =0, the initial
condition is given as

Si
s0d = SisZi = 0d = s− 1di 2Ag

LiCi
m,d + 1

= s− 1di4aiAg, s27d

whereA=AsZi =0d andLi =LisZi =0d.
The integrals ins25d are not evaluated explicitly, so we

introduce the approximation ofs24d,

AsZid < A + s− 1di
s1 − A2dgi8Mi8

2 sT i
0 − gid

2gil
Zi , s28d

valid for smallgi8Mi8
2 Zi /gil, i.e., smallZi andMi8. Suppose

that

SisZid = Si
s0d + Si

s1dZi s29d

for smallZi. We substitutes28d ands29d into s23d and equate
terms of the same order ofZi. Notice that the zeroth-order
terms cancel. Usings27d, the coefficients ofZi give the iden-
tity

Si
s1d =

gsCi
m,d + 1ds1 − A2dgi8Mi8

2 sT i
0 − gid

gilsLiCi
m,d + 2dsLiCi

m,d + 1d
. s30d

Observe that the sign ofSi
s1d depends on the sign ofT i

0−gi.
We note that ifA=1 or T i

0=gi is satisfied, it follows from
s30d that Si

s1d=0 and thus a higher order approximation is
required for Si =SisZid in s29d. Assuming thatSi

s1dÞ0, we
now solve the equation

Vi
2

Zi
= Si

s0d + Si
s1dZi s31d

for Zi. The solution of Eq.s31d is

Zi =5
Si

s0d

2Si
s1d fcoshstÎSi

s1dd − 1g if Si
s1d . 0

Si
s0d

2Si
s1d fcosstÎ− Si

s1dd − 1g if Si
s1d , 06 . s32d

From s32d, we derive for smalltÎuSi
s1du,

Zi =
t2Si

s0d

4
F1 +

t2Si
s1d

12
+ Ost4Si

s1d2dG . s33d

This holds for smallt2uSi
s1du, i.e.,

t2
gs1 − A2dgi8Mi8

2 uT i
0 − giu

gil
! 1. s34d

In the incompressible limit,Mi =0 andSi
s1d=0, Eq.s33d gives

the asymptotic solutionZi = t2Si
s0d /4 which recovers the in-

compressible flow solutions12d.

TABLE V. P1` /P0=0 andP2` /P0=10.

g2\g1

M1, Cb, Cs, Db
r , Ds

r

1.1 2.0 4.0

1.1 0.23, 0.26, 0.43, 2.5, 0.6 0.17, 0.26, 0.42, 2.5, 0.9 0.12, 0.26, 0.40, 2.5, 1.0

2.0 0.32, 0.26, 0.44, 2.5, 0.5 0.23, 0.26, 0.42, 2.5, 0.5 0.17, 0.26, 0.41, 2.5, 0.9

4.0 0.45, 0.26, 0.44, 2.5, 0.4 0.33, 0.26, 0.44, 2.5, 0.5 0.23, 0.27, 0.44, 2.5, 0.6

TABLE VI. P1` /P0=10 andP2` /P0=0.

g2\g1

M1, Cb, Cs, Db
r , Ds

r

1.1 2.0 4.0

1.1 0.02, 0.36, 0.39, 0.7, 5.2 0.016, 0.40, 0.40, 0.5, 4.9 0.01, 0.49, 0.40, 0.02, 6.8

2.0 0.03, 0.33, 0.40, 1.1, 4.0 0.02, 0.36, 0.40, 0.6, 5.0 0.015, 0.43, 0.40, 0.2, 6.0

4.0 0.04, 0.30, 0.40, 1.6, 3.1 0.03, 0.32, 0.39, 1.0, 3.5 0.02, 0.37, 0.39, 0.5, 5.4
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In general, when the ambient fluid is relatively stiffer,
then compressibility speeds up the mixing of the penetrating
sless stiffd fluid. We classify the relative stiffness of the light
and the heavy fluids into three cases whenAÞ1 and T i

0

Þgi. Notegi8
−1

,1,gi always andT 1
0T 2

0=1 in view of s10d.
Case 1. Assume

T i
0 . g1. s35d

This case occurs when the heavy fluid is stiffer than the light
fluid. From s30d, we see thatS1

s1d.0 andS2
s1d,0. Thus,s33d

implies that compressibility makes the bubble edge of the
mixing zone grow faster while the spike edge is slower.

Case 2. Assume

g2
−1 , T i

0 , g1. s36d

The two fluids are of comparable stiffness. For example, the
caseP1`=P2` falls into this category. In this case,S1

s1d,0
and S2

s1d,0, so both the bubble and the spike grow more
slowly when compressibility is included in the buoyancy-
drag equation.

Case 3. Assume

T 1
0 , g2

−1. s37d

This case occurs when the light fluid is stiffer than the heavy
fluid. We obtainS1

s1d,0 and S2
s1d.0 from s30d. Therefore

compressibility makes the spike edge grow faster while the
bubble edge is slower.

The results are valid for smalltÎuSi
s1du, i.e., whens34d

holds. Numerical simulations ofs11d snot reported hered
show that these early time trends are preserved into later
time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We find insensitivity of Froude numbers and drag coef-
ficients to compressibility and EOS parameters, but in con-
trast a strong dependence of shape and pressure differences
on these same qualities. For multimode mixing, the dominant
compressibility effect is due to compressibility induced den-
sity stratification of the fluids.
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APPENDIX: EOS DEPENDENCE OF THE FROUDE
NUMBER AND DRAG RATIO IN THE WEAKLY
COMPRESSIBLE LIMIT

In Tables III–VI we show that dependence ofCb,s and
the drag ratioDb,s

r on the EOS. HereM2=0.1 andP0 is the
pressure at the initial mean interface position.
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